


Design is an experience 



Retail Design 

THE SHIRT BAR 
Suntec city mall 
 
Shirt boutique with an English bar interior 
concept. Revolutionize a whole new retail 
concept, creating a whole new shopper’s 
experience.   
 
Payment counter takes a new form as a 
bar counter. Shopping in the store is 
casual and relax. 
 
Product display concept utilized industrial 
pallets as shelves for product display. 



Retail Design 

KENJO SALON 
Plaza Singapura 
 
A stylish hair salon concept that offers consumers a totally refreshing 
experience. Well positioned and staggered layout of the service 
booths offers customers comfort and privacy. 
 
Bright and clean enviroment exudes the fresh and neat feel. A color 
bar offers customers a wide selection of hair coloring products in the 
comfort of a cozy area. 
 
Professional outlook and interesting spatial layout is the essence of our 
design for this salon, setting it apart from others. 
 
 



F&B Design 
TEPPAN-YA 
Mandarin Oriental Singapore 
 
Japanese fine dining restaurant set 
in a five star hotel. Tradition paired 
with modern interior design concept 
delivers an extremely intimate dining 
environment. 
 
Clean lines and introduction of 
wood elements into the interior 
space delivers a intensely charming 
and comfortable for diners to 
appreciate the fine Japanese 
cuisine prepared by the restaurant’s 
top chef. 
 
A truly east meets west fine F&B 
design. 



F&B Design 

U-JONG 
Raffles Hotel Singapore 
 
Peranakan traditional dining 
restaurant set in a renowned hotel 
rich in tradition and history. 
 
Preserving straits Chinese traditional 
cuisine, the design seeks to offer a 
welcoming nostalgic feel to diners 
while keeping abreast with times. 
 
A truly engaging and comfortable 
restaurant, a perfect match of good 
taste for both interior and food. 



F&B Design 
LADY-M 
1 Fullerton Singapore 
 
New York pastry confectionary & 
café. Pure and clean design 
approach that brings out the beauty 
of the delicately made pastries 
offered. 
 
Relaxing and classy interior space 
designed to offer diners a very sweet 
experience. 
 
The par-down interior with a pure 
white neutral color scheme is very 
captivating. 
 
 



Office Design 

STEELCASE 
Singapore 
 
Operations office for an international 
office furniture supplier. Modern and 
innovative interior design 
showcasing vibrant colors and the 
potential of their products in active 
usage. 
 
An open plan office that is designed 
to be efficient and professional. 
Bright colors paired with neutrals 
brings about contrast and  interest.  
 
Focus is to achieve a professional 
office environment that exudes 
character and a strong corporate 
identity. 



Corporate Design 

SINGAPORE INDIAN ASSOCIATION 
Balestier Road Singapore 
 
A clubhouse rich in tradition and history for 
the Indian community in Singapore. The 
premises underwent a totally makeover to 
refresh the interior for an updated look. 
 
The design seeks to introduce new finishes 
and spatial layout to provide users a whole 
new experience. 
 
The result is an stately and professional interior 
environment, retaining historical values while 
presenting refreshed concept. 
 
 



Corporate Design 

DSO NATIONAL LABORATORIES 
Singapore 
 
A corporate gallery for Defense Science 
Organization to showcase defense 
technology innovations designed by the 
organization. 
 
Our design seeks to create a professional 
environment with a progressive outlook.  
 
Sleek, modern and grand. 
 
 
 



Corporate Design 

MIELE SINGAPORE 
Singapore 
 
A corporate operations office for 
an international appliances brand 
“Miele”. Understanding the 
brand’s corporate identity and 
devising a design solution to 
project a professional image is our 
objective. 
 
The corporate signature color is 
incorporated seamlessly into our 
design to achieve a total coherent 
environment 
 
 
 
 
 



OUR CLIENTS Profile 
 
Designscale is an award-winning interior design firm incepted in 2002. Founded by 
3 award-winning designers with relentless attention to details and insistence on 
good quality workmanship. Every interior project is a signature of the firm’s best. To 
date, our firm has completed more than 1000 interior design projects. Our range 
of services includes space planning, design conceptualization, project 
construction and management.  
 
The diversity of our clients from regional countries including Singapore, Malaysia, 
Mongolia and China.  
Operating as a full-fledged interior architecture and design firm, Designscale sets 
the scale for good design. Our team of highly trained and experienced designers 
strives to inject creativity into every space we work on.  
Our firm possess broad and diverse experience with commercial, private and HDB 
residential home projects in Singapore and overseas. We take pride in our design 
conceptualisation process to understand the different design needs of a broad 
diverse spectrum of clients. Embarking on each and every project with an in-
depth personality and requirement analysis with our clients before we start 
working on the drawing board. The final completed work often presents a 
tailored-made and well sculpted interior environment that exudes a sophisticated 
and personalised character which speaks volume of the owner’s unique identity.  
 
Our never diminished interest in exploring new design concepts and solutions is 
the continuing driving force behind our design team. This element has enable us 
to continue the development of new and original design approaches to achieve 
constant breakthroughs in our design work. Our team's attention to details and 
keen sense of trends and styles has won us a long trail of loyal repeated clients 
and a vast pool of new individuals and companies seeking to engage our design 
services.  
Turning creativity into concept and concept infused with innovation, we tread the 
never-ending journey of design with our pursuit for design excellence, scaling new 
heights and tipping the scale.  

- Energizer Singapore Pte Ltd 

- Schenker Singapore Pte Ltd 

- DSO National Laboratories 

- Hewlett Packard Singapore Pte 
Ltd 

- Singapore Indian Association 

- SIET Singapore Indian Education 
Trust 

- Hitachi Singapore 

- Drydocks World Singapore 

- Setsuyo Singapore Pte Ltd 

- Heraeus Pte Ltd 

- Lioncity International 
Development Pte Ltd 

- SingAlliance Pte Ltd 

- Miele Pte Ltd 

- Anchorage Construction Co Pte 
Ltd  

- Allied Solutions Pte Ltd  

- Lady M Singapore Pte Ltd 

- NUVO Singapore Pte Ltd   

- Belissimo Pte Ltd - Ujong  

- Teppanya 

- Sigma Solutions HRD 
consultants Pte Ltd  

- Raffles Hotel, Singapore 

- Mandarin Oriental, Singapore   

- Procacci Restaurant Singapore 

- Taiwan Casual Dining - Lai Lai 
Casual Dining 
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